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Projection

Projection is an essential part of computer graphics: it implements the optics of a camera – or pseudo-
camera – to put a scene into a lower dimensionality for display. The underlying mathematics, from the
engineering point of view, were created and thoroughly explored during the Italian Renaissance. It was
formalized during the nineteenth century, and generalized, i.e. made more abstract, during the twentieth.

It is usual in teaching computer graphics to treat projection as an entirely solved problem. Students are
given an overview of how it works, and a black box, the perspective projection matrix, and off they go.
However, recent advances in visual perception, non-photorealist rendering and modelling with billboards
demand more understanding of the mathematics of projection than is provided by the traditional approach.

This addition to the notes gives the mathematics of projection and illustrative diagrams in a more precise
and organized form than was possible either in my notes or on the board in class. The treatment is concrete
and intuitive rather than abstract and formal. Suffice it to say that what is here can be formalized into a very
pretty piece of mathematics, either projective geometry or representation theory for symmetry groups, but
in either form turning the mathematics into calculations is far from transparent.

1  Projecting from a line to a line

Figure 1, to the right, shows two lines in a plane, and a point of

projection, also in the the plane*. A pencil of straight lines passes
through the point of projection. Each of the lines in the pencil
intersects each of the two lines in exactly one point, associating each
point on one line with a unique point on the other line, in effect
defining an invertible mapping from one line to the other.

This is, of course, only true when the point of projection is in a
general position. When the point of projection lies on one of the lines
the the entire other line projects to that point. This degeneracy will be
important when discussing higher dimensional cases.

It’s possible to go on from here and prove lots of nice properties of
projective transformations, which are actually the closure of

transformations like the one shown in the figure. (If you are interested ,Coxeter’s book† is a often
recommended as a good place to start.) But we are interested in computer graphics, which means that we
want to compute, which means we want to put numbers onto such diagrams, and we know that doing so is
only possible when there is a coordinate frame which, in the case of a line, amounts to an origin plus a
single basis vector. Figure 1 also shows the origins,  and , as ticks, and the basis vectors as arrows. In

terms of these coordinate system each point on a line is identified by its coordinate,  or , each of

which is a real number.

* ‘Embedding space’ is a term often used for the space in which the domain and range spaces both exist.

(In general two lines require a 3D embedding space, two lines plus a point a 4D embedding space. Why

do we restrict ourselves to 2D?)

† Coxeter, Projective Geometry.

Figure 1. Projection.
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Now let’s try to find a mathematical relationship between the coordinates. An arbitrary point on line 1 is

, and on line 2 is . If one is a projection of the other they are colinear with

the point of projection, , so that there exists a  for which , or more usefully

. We are in two dimensions, so we can define a vector  by . Taking the

dot product with  and *, we get
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Eliminating  we get
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This is a Möbius transformation, which appears whenever projection is done. The coefficients are not easy

to interpret geometrically, though it can be noted that , where  is the angle

between the two lines.
Möbius transformations have three useful properties.

1.

2.

3.

With these properties they form a group, a fact that is unimportant for computer graphics.
We are more familiar with such transformations in the homogeneous matrix form where we get the point

by following the matrix multiplication with a normalization. Note that there

are only three degrees of freedom in the transformation because we can divide the numerator and
denominator by either C or D, whichever is non-zero. It is convenient that composition of Möbius
transformations is isomorphic to multiplication of the homogeneous matrices.

* This solution method does not work when the lines are parallel.
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1.1  Affine transformations
We are familiar with affine transformations, which are a subset of Möbius

transformations with  and *. In one dimension they

amount to the transformation , where  is a scale factor

and  a translation. Such transformations occur when the lines are
parallel, which means that their normal vectors are parallel, in the 2D
embedding space, as shown in Figure 2. The scaling is easy to see; the
translation occurs because the origins lie at arbitrary positions on the
lines.

1.2  General projective transformations

2  Transforming 2D to 2D

2.1  Affine Transformations

2.2  Dimension-reducing Projection

2.3  The View Frustrum

* Actually a subgroup.

Figure 2. Affine transformation
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